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Abstract
A recipe is provided for producing  from a sequence of procedures in the Gaus
sian regression model  an asymptotically equivalent sequence in the density
estimation model with i i d observations The recipe is  to put it roughly  to
calculate square roots of normalised frequencies over certain intervals  add a
small random distortion  and pretend these to be observations from a Gaussian
discrete regression model
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  Introduction
In the rst lecture notes of L	 Le Cam from 
 
 it is said En general une experience
est compliquee	 Alors il faut lapprocher par une experience plus simple	 So the
 
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purpose is to approximate an experiment by a simpler one	 The simplicity of an
experiment is not dened precisely but in a simple experiment one should be able to
nd optimal estimators or at least asymptotically optimal estimators	 By optimal
estimator we mean either a minimax estimator or also a Bayes estimator	 Gaussian
experiments are primary examples of simple experiments	 Simplicity is also achieved
by reducing the dimension of observations as in the classical case of nding sucient
statistics whose dimension does not depend on the number of observations	 Approxi
mations are especially useful when one is able to transform the optimal procedures of
a simple experiment to the optimal procedures of the more complicated experiment	
The precise sense of approximate is given by Le Cams distance	 When the
distance between two experiments vanishes asymptotically we say that the two
experiments are asymptotically equivalent	 The known results about asymptotic
equivalence of experiments include the asymptotic equivalence of Gaussian discrete
regression and Gaussian signal recovery by Brown and Low 

  the asymptotic
equivalence of density estimation with i	 i	 d	 observations and Gaussian signal recov
ery by Nussbaum 

  the asymptotic equivalence of nonGaussian and Gaussian
regression by Grama and Nussbaum 

  and the asymptotic equivalence of spec
tral density and regression estimation by Golubev and Nussbaum 

	 With the
exception of Brown and Low 

  the previous articles do not give an explicit recipe
for transforming a sequence of procedures of a simple experiment to the asymptoti
cally equivalent sequence of the more complex experiment	 In this article we study
the density estimation with i	 i	 d	 observations and give construction of Markov
kernel which makes it possible to transform all the procedures constructed for the
Gaussian experiment to the asymptotically equivalent procedures of the density ex
periment	
The basic idea might be described as reduction to the Gaussian case by small
distortions cp	 Chapter 	 of Le Cam 
 	 Roughly speaking the idea is as
follows	 Assume a simple model with realvalued parameter in which a realvalued
statistic T
n
is sucient and asymptotically normal	 Then by small distortions
involving some additional randomization one smoothes T
n
in such a way that the
randomized statistic has a density	 This density then should reasonably converge
to a normal density entailing total variation convergence of the laws	 The recipe
is then take the sucient statistic randomize and pretend the resulting data are

Gaussian	 Versions of such a theory local and global have been developed in
parametric models by Le Cam 
  Chapter 	 and by Muller 
 and
in a more indirect fashion in Shiryaev and Spokoiny 

	 In the framework of
nonparametric asymptotic equivalence a rst result of this type was given by Brown
and Low 

 b for nongaussian regression	 Our result pertains to the i	i	d	 model
and takes the empirical distribution function as a sucient statistic to start with	
Apart form the initial smoothing our proof is totally dierent from that of Brown
and Low it is inspired by Muller 
 building upon rates of convergence in the
functional central limit theorem	 We do not attain the optimal smoothness index
 but our method has a potential of being applicable wherever improved functional
CLTs hold	
Before stating the main results we have to give preliminary denitions	
De nition  i A measurable space  A is called STANDARD BOREL if there
is a measurable space 
 
 A
 
  such that    A
 
  A is the trace of A
 
on  
i e A  fA  A   A
 
g  and there is a metric on 
 
such that 
 
becomes
a Polish space and A
 
is the Borel sigmaalgebra generated by the metric
ii An experiment E   A  P
 
      is called POLISH if the measurable space
 A is standard Borel
iii An experiment E   A  P
 
      is called DOMINATED if there exists
a nite measure  on  A such that P
 
      
iv Given two measurable spaces 
i
 A
i
  i      a MARKOV KERNEL is a
mapping K  
 
A

    such that
a K   is a probability measure on A

for each    
 
 
b K  A is a measurable function on 
 
 A
 
 for each A   A


v The TOTAL VARIANCE DISTANCE between probability measures P and Q is
kP Qk
TV
 sup
kgk
 
 
Z
gdP  dQ
Given experiments E
i
 
i
 A
i
  P
 i
      i     the set of Markov kernels
associated with the measurable spaces 
i
 A
i
 is denoted withRE
 
  E

	 GivenK  

RE
 
  E

 and a probability measure P on 
 
 A
 
 KP is a probability measure on


 A

 dened by KP A 
R
K AdP 	
De nition  Let E
i
 
i
 A
i
  P
 i
       i      be two Polish dominated
experiments
i The DEFICIENCY of E
 
with respect to E

is
E
 
  E

  inf
KRE
 
E


sup
 
kKP
  
 P
 
k
TV

ii The pseudodistance of E
 
and E

is
E
 
  E

  maxfE
 
  E

  E

  E
 
g 
We say that the sequence of experiments E
n
is asymptotically less informative
than the sequence E
 n
 if E
 n
  E
n
  	 We say that the sequences of experi
ments E
 n
and E
n
are asymptotically equivalent if E
 n
  E
n
 	 Now we are
ready to give a denition of central importance to this article	 According to this def
inition a sequence of Markov kernels is asymptotically sucient if they achieve the
inmum in the denition of the deciency and the Markov kernels of the sequence
are between two asymptotically equivalent experiments	
De nition  Let E
in

 

n
i
 A
n
i
  P
n
 i
     

  i      be two Polish dominated
experiments A sequence of Markov kernels K
n
  RE
 n
  E
n
 is ASYMPTOTI
CALLY SUFFICIENT if
i lim
n
sup
 
kK
n
P
n
  
 P
n
 
k
TV
  
ii lim
n
E
 n
  E
n
  
There are dierent ways of dening asymptotic suciency of a statistic or a sub
eld stemming from Le Cam 
 	 See for example Strasser 
 Denition
	 or Laredo 

 Corollary 	 One can dene for example that a statistic
is asymptotically sucient for an experiment if there is an experiment dened on
the same probability space which is asymptotically equivalent for the original ex
periment and for which the statistic is exactly sucient	 This case is contained in
Denition 	

The usefulness of a sequence of asymptotically sucient Markov kernels K
n
lies
in the fact that if we have a sequence of statistics T
n
for the experiments E
n
 that
is measurable maps dened on 
n

 A
n

 to some other measurable space then the
sequence of statistics for the experiments E
n 
 dened by
T
n 

 
 
Z
T
n


K
n

 
  d

 
has the same asymptotic minimax risk and Bayes risk for bounded continuous loss
functions as the sequence T
n
	 Also if we have a sequence of procedures L
n
for
the experiments E
n
 that is Markov kernels dened on 
n

 A
n

 to some other
measurable space then the sequence of procedures for the experiments E
n 
 dened
by
L
n 

 
  A 
Z
L
n


  AK
n

 
  d

 
has the same asymptotic minimax risk and Bayes risk for bounded continuous loss
functions as the sequence L
n
	
Dene a parameter space  of densities as follows	 For s      and M   let
!
s
M be the set of functions    R satisfying the condition


ft ft
 
 f

t
 
t t
 



 M jt t
 
j
s
 
For    dene a set F

as the set of densities on    bounded below by 
F



f 
Z

 
f    fx    x     


Dene an a priori set for given s      M     
   
sM
 !
s
M  F


In Nussbaum 

  it was shown that density estimation with i	 i	 d	 observations
and Gaussian signal recovery are asymptotically equivalent when the Holder smooth
ness index s  	 but we will have to assume that s  		
Let X

      X
n
be i	 i	 d	 random variables with the density function f    	 Let
P
fn
be the distribution of X

      X
n
and
E
 n

 
  
n
 B
n
 
  P
fn
  f    

 

A simple experiment which is asymptotically equivalent to the experiment E
 n
is
the following experiment of discrete Gaussian regression	 Let
y
i

q
fs
i
 "



N
n




i
  i         N 
where 

i
are i	 i	 d	 N   s
i
 t
i
" t
i
	 and t
i
 i	N 	 Let
Y
n
 y
i

iN
and let Q
fn
be the distribution of Y
n
	 Let E
n
be the corresponding experiment
E
n

 
R
N
 B
N
R
  Q
fn
  f    

 
The main theorem states roughly that the recipe for transforming density data
to regression data without loosing information asymptotically is to rst calculate
relative frequencies over the intervals t
i
  t
i
 multiply with N  add certain small
randomization and take square root from the result	 Indeed let
w
i

Z

i
d
#
F
n
 " n

z
 
 " n


n
z
i
  i         N 
where

i
 NI
t
i
t
i

 
#
F
n
t 
P
n
i
I
 t
X
i
 is the empirical distribution function z
i
are i	 i	 d	 N  
and 
n
 	
Theorem  Let s  	 and N  n
	

s
 where   

 s	   The
Markov kernel
X

      X
n
 	

q
maxfw
i
  g

iN
 
from the density experiment E
 n
to the Gaussian experiment E
n
is asymptotically
sucient  when we choose 
n
in the denition of w
i
as

n
 o  

n
 o
 
n

	

s
n

log n


 
A recipe almost similar to the one given in Theorem  was suggested by Donoho
Johnstone Kerkyacharian and Picard 

 page 	
 
Remark Suppose we observe Y
n
which has Poisson distribution with the inten
sity function nf  f    	 Let

i
 Y
n
i	n  Y
n
i 	n  i       n 
and let
$
F
n
t be the partial sum process formed from 
i

$
F
n
t  n

nt
X
i

i
 n

Y
n
nt	n
Let P
fn
be the distribution of
$
F
n
and
$
E
 n
 D   A  P
fn
  f    
whereD   is the space of functions on    continuous from the right and with the
left side limits	 Replacing the modied empirical distribution function
#
F
n
"n

z
 

by
$
F
n
in the denition of w
i
in  the statement of the Theorem  will hold also
for the experiment
$
E
 n
	  
In the course of proving Theorem  we will also give an asymptotically sucient
Markov kernel from the density experiment to the following heteroscedastic Gaussian
experiment	 Let
$y
i
 fs
i
 "

N
n


f

s
i
 

i
  i         N
where 

i
are i	 i	 d	 N   s
i
 t
i
" t
i
	 and t
i
 i	N 	 Let
$
Y
n
 $y
i

iN
and let
$
Q
fn
be the distribution of
$
Y
n
	 Let
$
E
n
be the corresponding experiment
$
E
n

 
R
N
 B
N
R
  
$
Q
fn
  f    

 
The heteroscedastic experiment
$
E
n
might be considered a bit more complicated as
the homoscedastic experiment E
n
	 The following theorem states that the otherwise
similar Markov kernel than dened in Theorem  but this time we do not take
square roots is asymptotically sucient from the density experiment E
n 
to the
heteroscedastic Gaussian experiment
$
E
n
	

Theorem  Let s  	 and N  n
	

s
 where   

 s	   Let w
i
be
as dened in  The Markov kernel
X

      X
n
 	 w
i

iN


from the density experiment E
 n
to the heteroscedastic Gaussian experiment
$
E
n
is
asymptotically sucient  when we choose 
n
in the denition of w
i
as in 
   Proof of Theorems   and 
We will start by proving in Section  that if
$
K
n
  RE
n 
 
$
E
n
 is the Markov kernel
dened in 
 where E
n 
is the density experiment dened in  and
$
E
n
is the
heteroscedastic Gaussian experiment dened in  then
lim
n
sup
f
k
$
K
n
P
fn

$
Q
fn
k
TV
  
Secondly we will prove in Section  that if
%
K
n
  R
$
E
n
  E
n
 is the Markov kernel
dened by
$y
i

iN


q
maxf$y
i
  g

iN
 
where E
n
is the homoscedastic Gaussian experiment dened in  then
lim
n
sup
f
k
%
K
n
$
Q
fn
Q
fn
k
TV
  
Thirdly we will prove in Section  the following theorem which states that the
homoscedastic Gaussian experimentE
n
is asymptotically equivalent to a continuous
Gaussian white noise model	
Theorem  Let
E
n

 
C   B
C 
  Q

fn
  f    

where Q

fn
is the distribution of the process
dX
n
t 
q
ftdt"


n

dW t  t      
The experiments E
n
and E
n
are asymptotically equivalent  that is 
E
n
  E
n
  

Theorem  is proved by noting that from  and  it follows that the con
dition i of Denition  is satised with the Markov kernel dened in  	 Thus we
have also proved that the homoscedastic Gaussian experiment is asymptotically less
informative than the density experiment that is E
 n
  E
n
  	 We need still
to prove that E
n
  E
 n
  	 From Theorem  we have that E
n
  E
n
  	
We know from Nussbaum 

  that E
n
  E
 n
  	 Thus we have proved also
E
n
  E
 n
  and thus E
 n
  E
n
  	 Thus also the condition ii of De
nition  is satised	
Theorem  is proved by noting that from  it follows that the condition i
of Denition  is satised with the Markov kernel dened in 
	 Thus we have
also proved that the heteroscedastic Gaussian experiment is asymptotically less in
formative than the density experiment that is E
 n
 
$
E
n
  	 We need still to
prove that 
$
E
n
  E
 n
  	 From  it follows that 
$
E
n
  E
n
  	 From
Theorem  we have that E
n
  E
n
  	 We know from Nussbaum 

 
that E
n
  E
 n
  	 Thus we have proved also E
n
  E
 n
   and thus
E
 n
  E
n
 	 Thus also the condition ii of Denition  is satised	
  Inequalities for the Hellinger Distance
In the following the distance will be mostly estimated using Hellinger distance	
The Hellinger distance between probability measures P and Q is dened as
H

P Q 
Z
 
f

P
 f

Q



where f
P
and f
Q
are probability densities of the distributions P and Q with respect
to any dominating measure	 Note that kP Qk
TV



R
jf
P
 f
Q
j It holds that


H

P Q  kP Qk
TV
 HP Q 
When P and Q are product measures P 
Q
N
i
p
i
 Q 
Q
N
i
q
i
 then it holds that
H

P Q  
N
X
i
H

p
i
  q
i
 
The following inequalities hold
H

 
N

  

  N

  






 





 


From Golubev and Nussbaum 


H

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
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
 

 
k 


kk 


k
X
kl
 


kl
  


kl


  
where
k k  sup
kxk 
x

 x  Const
X
kl
 

kl

A special case of the previous inequality is
H

 
N diag

i
  N diag

i


 Const

N
X
i


i



N
X
i


i


N
X
i
 


i
 

i


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Finally we need that
H

 
L
 
ftdt" n

dW t

 L
 
gtdt" n

dW t

 Const n
Z
f  g

 
 The Heteroscedastic Experiment
In this section we will prove 	 That is we will prove constructively that the
heteroscedastic Gaussian experiment
$
E
n
is asymptotically less informative than the
density experimentE
 n
	 The proof will take as a starting point the weak convergence
n


#
F
n
 F 
 B  F  

where B is a Brownian bridge process and F t 
R
t
 
fsds	 From 
 one will
move to the space of nite dimensional sequencies
Z

i
d
#
F
n

Z

i
dF " n

Z

i
dB  F   i         N  
which suggests the accompanying heteroscedastic Gaussian experiment
$
E
n
 dened
in 	
In Section 	 we will prove the weak convergence with a rate for certain nite
dimensional sequencies in Section 	 we will strengthen the weak convergence to
the convergence in the total variation norm and in Section 	 we will move from
 to the accompanying experiment
$
E
n
 dened in 	

  Weak Convergence
We will modify the empirical distribution function
#
F
n
to
$
F
n

#
F
n
 " n

z
 

where z
 
 N   is independent from the X

      X
n
	 Now we will have instead
of 

n


$
F
n
 F 
 W  F 
whereW is a Wiener process or Brownian motion on   	 We will start by proving
a rate for the weak convergence of certain nite dimensional sequencies to be dened
in  and  	 For x   R
N
 let the norm be
kxk
seq
 sup
iN
N

jx
i
j
The rate of the weak convergence will be given in terms of the bounded Lipschitz
distance	 The bounded Lipschitz distance between probability distributions P and
Q on R
N
is dened by
kP Qk
BL
 sup
gBL
Z
gdP  dQ 
where
BL 
n
g  R
N
 R


 kgk

   kgk
L
 
o

where
kgk
L
 sup
xy
jgx gyj
kx yk
seq

The bounded Lipschitz distance metricises the weak convergence	
We can write
n


$
F  F W  F  n


#
F  F  W  F  z
 
F  " z
 

#
F  F 
 n


#
F  F B  F " z
 

#
F  F 
where B is a Brownian bridge which is dened in terms of the Wiener process W
as Bt  W t tW 	 By Bretagnolle and Massart 


P
 
kn


#
F  F B  Fk

 n

x"  log n

  expx	 

where x   and for G in Skorohod space D   kGk

 sup
t 
jGtj	 Thus
choosing for example x    log n
P
 
kn


$
F  F W  Fk

  n

log n

 P
 
kn


#
F  F B  Fk

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 
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#
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  n
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log n

 P
 
kn
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#
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 Fk

 n

log n

"P
 
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 
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#
F  Fk

 n
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 Total Variation Convergence
In this section we will strengthen the convergence in  to converegence in the
total variation distance but the convergence in the total variation distance will be
without a rate	
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 Variance Stabilising Transform
Let us prove  in this section	 That is we will prove constructively that the
homoscedastic Gaussian experiment E
n
is asymptotically less informative than the
heteroscedastic Gaussian experiment
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Let us nally prove that the experiment generated by the observations  is
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 Continuous White Noise
Let us prove Theorem  in this section	 That is we will prove that the continu
ous Gaussian white noise model is asymptotically equivalent to the homoscedastic
discrete Gaussian regression model	
  From Continuous to Discrete
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Let us then prove that the continuous observation  contains asymptotically less
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Let us move on to the proof of the asymptotic equivalence between  and 	
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